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Association, though in the experience of the Director it had
proved exceptionally interesting from a collector's point of view.
Leaving the quarry the party took the high ground, walking
along a field-way in the direction of H itchin. F rom a command-
ing position the Direct or drew attention to the fact that the whole
outcrop of the Cretaceous series, from Lower Greensand to Upper
Chalk, was in view. The President remarked that the outcrop of the
Gault in this district is some miles wide, while in Surrey that out -
crop is less, and often very much less, than a mile wide, th is being
due to the steeper dip of the beds in Surrey.
On gaining the high road the part y proceeded over Wilbury Hill
towards Hitchin , crossing the old " Icknield Way" at right angles,
th e Director drawing attention to some facts of antiquarian interest.
They then visited a small but very typical exposure of the Mel-
bourn Rock and after a brisk walk arr ived at H itchin at 6.30 p.m.
After partaking tea the members separated, those who had not
already seen the freshwater depos it at the Folly, H itchin, joined
the Director in a visit to this interesting section. It has already
been described in the PROCEEDINGS,'!l' but since the last visit of the
Association Mr. Clement Reid has investigated the bed, and the
results of his work are published in the Proc. R. Soc. , vol. lxi,
p. 40 (1897), repr inted in Trans. Herts. Nat. Hist. Soc., vol. x,
pt. i, pp. 14-22 (1898).
Other members visited some interesting gravel pits, or spent
their time in the quaint old town of Hitchin. Joining again at
the station the party returned to town by the 8.24 p.m. train,
having spent a most enjoyable afternoon.
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THE party arrived at Hertingfordbury Station (G.N.R.) about
2.30 p.m., and immediately set off to visit two large pits showing
gravel and clay rest ing upon Chalk. Owing to the presence of pipes
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in the chalk the overlying gravel and clay were disturbed in places.
The Director stated that the deposit was about 200 ft. a.D., or
rather more than 50 ft. above the Lea, and consisted mainly of
flint in various forms, together with a noticeable proportion of
foreign material, among which were varieties of dolerite and
rhyolite of uncertain origin, and many Bunter pebbles. Jurassic
debris was absent or very rare. The gravel was capped by a
chalky clay, probably redeposited. This deposit seemed to be
derived from Eocene and older Drift beds, and was formed
during the excavation of the valley between the Chalk "cuesta"
to the north and the" mesa" about to be visited on the south.
More chalky clay and Glacial sands were seen on the road
leading up to Bayford, and the Director drew attention to the
presence of such deposits at various heights in the Lea Valley,
and questioned their utility as a geological datum line.
At Bayford (300 ft. a.D.) some old workings in High-Level
Drift (Westleton Shingle of Prestwich) were examined, and their
contents contrasted with those seen at Hertingfordbury. Flint
and quartz pebbles are plentiful; radiolarian chert, jasper, schor!
rock, and other foreign pebbles occur. Similar deposits are
to be seen at other places on this plateau, and many of the
constituent pebbles are singularly like those found in deposits at
much higher levels in Derbyshire and in the south-west of England,
pointing to the former existence of much larger drainage areas
than there were at present. A large dolerite boulder, obtained
while sinking a well, was examined and its microscopic structure
described.
Near Brickenden Green another high-level deposit was seen.
It consisted mainly of flint and quartz, but a good deal of Lower
Greensand chert was seen, which pointed to its having been,
partially at least, derived from the south or south-west possibly
before tectontic movements of considerable extent had occurred.
At Brickenden Green more dolerite boulders were seen, and
on the road to Hertford some interesting sections in a deeply-cut
stream course were examined.
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After tea the President called for and obtained a hearty vote
of thanks to the Director, and the party soon afterwards returned
by train to London.
